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Combining outstanding optics, the Ballistic LaserScope  
III pinpoint laser rangefinding, and precision trajectory 
compensation for the exact ammunition you choose for 
your hunt, it eliminates most of the variables and guesswork 
that often cause hunters to go home emptyhanded. In one 
fast sequence it determines the distance to your target, 
factors in your trajectory and illuminates the perfect 
holdover. It’s that simple.

SPECIFICATIONS

ITEM NUMBER 200116 200119

Magnifcation 4-16x 4-16x

Objective End Diameter 50mm 50mm

Ocular End Diameter 42 mm 42mm

Laser Range
(environment conditions  

may limit range)

690 m. (non-reflective)
1100+ m. (reflective

690 m. (non-reflective)
1100+ m. (reflective

Operating Temperature -26°+50°C -26°+50°C

Reticle X96 X96

Illumination Yes Yes

Focal Plane RFP RFP

Finish Matte Matte

Field of View
(Low to High @ 100 m.)

8 - 2,1 m 8 - 2,1 m

Eye Relief 88,9 - 101,6 m 88,9 - 101,6 m

Exit Pupil (Low to High) 12.5 - 3.1 mm 12.5 - 3.1 mm

Click Value 1/8 MOA 1/8 MOA

Elevation Adjustment,  
Total Capability* 40 MOA 40 MOA

Windage Adjustment,  
Total Capability* 40 MOA 40 MOA

Parallax/Focus Objective PA Objective PA

Length 394 mm 394 mm

Weight 862 g 862 g

Battery CR123A CR123A

Mounting Rail Length 216 mm 216 mm

Remote Cable Switch No Yes
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BALLISTIC LASERSCOPE III 4-16x50mm

ITEM NUMBER: 
200116 
200119 (with Remote Control)

RETICLE: 
X96 RETICLE

ADJUSTABLE PARALLAX: 
50 M. TO INFINITY

• High magnification extends your long-range shooting capability
• 50 mm objective allows for maximum light collection
•  Strong, low mounting system with its own bases mounts to any Weaver-style or Picatinny 

base; no rings required
•  Reticle displays a 10 mph Wind Value to indicate wind hold-off for your specific cartridge 

at the indicated range to target; you estimate the actual wind speed and use the Wind 
Value as a guide to determine the number of dots to hold into the wind

•  New model 200119 features Remote Cable Switch for convenient operation of On/Range 
button; expanded ballistic capability accomodates centerfire, rimfire, muzzleloader and 
slug gun loads



BUILT-IN INCLINOMETER
Automatically adjusts for any angle on uphill or 
downhill shots.

POWER RING
Quickly and easily adjust zoom levels. Provides accurate 
readings at any magnification.

FOUR-WAY PROGRAM BUTTON
Used for programming the scope to your specific cartridge and 
to adjust the reticle illumination.

SLEEK ERGONOMIC DESIGN
Lightweight with a its own bases for low, strong mounting.

OBJECTIVE LENS
Designed to accept a sun shade for reduced glare and better 
laser readings.

 
BATTERY COMPARTMENT
Easy access to the CR123A battery.

 
LASER ACTIVATION BUTTON
Located on both sides of the tube, it instantly ranges targets out 
to 1,100 m.

 
PARALLAX ADJUSTMENT 
Can be set from 45m to infinity.

X96 RETICLE
The LED display shows 
distance to target and a  
10 mph wind value to 
indicate wind hold-off 
for your cartridge at the 
indicated range to target. 

NO GUESSWORK
Customized trajectory compensation calculates the perfect 
holdover for your cartridge. Place the crosshair on your target 
and push the button. In a split second, a bright red, illuminated 
dot signifies your new aiming point for the indicated range.

REMOTE CABLE SWITCH
This cable makes ranging activation easier and more 
convenient. Available on model 200119.


